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Abstract—In this research work, a speaking 3R robot with voice 
customization capability has been developed which converts position 
of 3R robotic arm into speech. Speech produced can be converted 
into any target speech voice. This approach consists of both 
hardware module and software application. In hardware module -
The position of the 3R robotic arm is determined with the help of 
accelerometer and atmega 328 microcontroller. The design of 3R 
robot and the concept of decoding its position by considering axis 
orientation is discussed .In software part - an arduino program is 
written that converts position of 3R robotic arm into speech. Further 
,speech can be converted to any target speech. The entire process of 
speech synthesis is tested and test results displaying robotic arm 
position have been shown. 
 
Keywords- accelerometer, arduino application, axis orientation, 
microcontroller ,voice conversion, LP analysis 

1. INTRODUCTION 

One of the most important criteria for human robot interaction 
is need for effective communication between them. Talking 
robots may be used as shopping assistants ,tutors, domestic 
chores helper, elderly people companion, complex 
environment navigator, physical therapist and what not. It can 
also be used in application aiding physically challenged 
community like blind and dumb people [1]. This research will 
help to empower the people who cannot speak or see and 
enable them to work in manufacturing industries. We have 
developed a 3 R robotic arm with the end effector attached to 
the fixed surface. It can be used for welding, painting, 
assembly, pick and place with accuracy and precision. 
Accuracy can vary with speed and position within the working 
envelope and with payload . A typical robot can, of course 
make a positional error exceeding that and that could be a 
problem for the process. . The main challenge in human robot 
interaction is haring of workplace so that robot do not cause 
any harm to the human beings. Thus to avoid the problems 
caused by inaccuracy in robotic arm position, a 
communication system is developed which converts its 
position into speech and alerts the workers if error occurs in 
robotic arm position. Position recognition of robotic arm can 
be done by two major techniques namely vision based 
approach and haptic based approach[2]-[4]. Because of large 
data processing , low speed response in vision based approach 
, the haptic approach is considered in this paper[4].For 
position recognition of robotic arm ,several recognition 

algorithm like neural network approach [7]-[9], hidden 
markov model(HMM)[10]-[13],and feature extraction analysis 
are used. All these techniques and vision based approaches 
require complex data processing. So for portability of the 
system decreases and cannot be carried everywhere. In this 
thesis, this is overcome by using arduino based program and a 
haptic system. The positions are recognized by 
implementation of simple template matching [14]-[15] 
techniques considering the maximum and minimum voltage 
values according to accelerometer towards gravity. The major 
factor in this system is enhancement of portability and the 
conversion of ADC values back to voltage for reducing the 
range and for improved coding and decoding of positions. 
Also, a voice conversion module[5,6,20] is interfaced with the 
arduino board to convert given speech into any target speech. 
This speaking robot can be used as a communication aid for 
the dumb people who are unable to speak by using a switch 
array in which different user defined commands are 
programmed like emergency stop, fire alert, system failure etc. 
Whenever a dumb person presses the corresponding switch 
,same information will be delivered out as voice using voice 
conversion module. 

2. SYSTEM DESIGN AND DESCRIPTION 

 
Fig. 1. 
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2.1. Hardware Module 

The overview of the system is shown in Fig.1. The main 
purpose of this model is to recognize position of end effecter 
of 3R robot. This is done using 3 axis accelerometer(ADXL 
335)[16] and microcontroller. The 3 servo motors of robotic 
arm are interfaced to the microcontroller i.e. ATMEGA 2560 
.The accelerometer is attached to end effector of the robotic 
arm and its position is input to the microcontroller. Arduino 
uno converts this position into speech using voice integrated 
chip , amplifier and speaker. Power supply is developed for 
servomotors so that each motor gets 5v for proper functioning. 
Also , the power supply is developed for arduino board so that 
it can carry out the required operation. 

Hardware Details: 

 Motors: 

In this setup 4 motors are used out of which three are Tower 
pro servos of torque rating 10kg-cm for the joint control and 
one dc motor for the end effector. Servo Motor used are 
MG995 High Speed Metal Gear Dual Ball Bearing Servos. 

 Torque Calculations 

Free body diagram of the setup is shown in following figure. 

 

Fig. 3: Free Body Diagram Of Experimental Setup 

The torque required is given by the equation: 

∗  

Where F= Force on the link and L= Length of the 
link 

Now F= Mass* Acceleration due to gravity= weight 
W of the link 

Therefore, ∗  

Here  

,	 	, 	,	 	= weights of the links 

, ,  = Weights of the servo motors 

= Weight of the object 

, , , = Respective link lengths 

 , , , Respective torques required. The 
torque equations for the setup are given  
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Assuming the weight of links negligible as compared 

to the motor weight, i.e  

=	 	= 	=	 	=0 

=	0.5kg 

55 gms = 0.055 Kg 

=6cm, = 2cm, =5cm, =5cm. 

Solving the above equations we get 

= 3.03 kg-cm 

4.16	Kg-cm 

7.26kg-cm 

9.96kg-cm 

Due to the availability constraints keeping in mind 
the torque requirements all servo motors of rating 10 
kg-cm have been selected. 

 Power supply:  

A 12 V adaptor is used to provide power supply to the board 
externally as the 5V supply provided from the computer is not 
enough to supply power to all the motors. 
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 ATMEGA 328: 

utput of accelerometer is fed to the ATMEGA 328(operating 
voltage 2.7-5.5v) on port A that is used as analog input for 
built in ADC. By default ADC work on half the crystal 
frequency (7.372 MHZ).It has 10 bit built in ADC but we have 
used its 3 bits only which convert it into digital form.3 bit 
code for particular phoneme is sent through USART(universal 
synchronous and asynchronous receiver and transmitter) at 
baud rate i.e. 9600 to speak jet. 

 Speakjet 

The output of ATMEGA which sends serial data at baud rate 
of 9600 to speakjet that has mathematical sound 
architecture(MSA) predefined allophones that are spoken 
depending upon the data received from the microcontroller. It 
generates the voice audible to human beings[18] . 

 Signal Amplification 

The synthesized voice output from speakjet is not clearly 
audible to user, therefore it is fed to the amplifier (LM386) 
that increases its volume .It provides a gain of 200 that makes 
it quite natural to human ears. An 8 ohm speaker is then used 
to get final output .It has wide supply voltage range of 4v-12v 
,low quiescent current drain of 4 mA, voltage gains from 20 
to200 and ground referenced input 

 Electrical specifications of this project are: 

Power Consumption : 250 mV 

Circuit Current : 67.5ma 

Operating Voltage: 3.7V-12V 

2.2. Software Module: 

Arduino is an open-source prototyping platform based on 
easy-to-use hardware and software. Arduino boards can read 
inputs and convert them into desired output. In our program 
arduino board reads analog signal from accelerometer and 
convert it into speech output. Also ,it can convert input from 
switch button pressed in switch array into desired speech 
output. Signals are send to the microcontroller using a step of 
instructions written using arduino programming language and 
IDE. Arduino is an open-source prototyping platform based on 
easy-to-use hardware and software. As voice conversion 
involves complex equation solving is required , the arduino 
board is interfaced with MATLAB using hardware support 
package for arduino. 

 

 

 

3. POSITION RECOGNITION 

3.1. Analysis of position of 3 R robotic arm 

Different positions of the robotic arm is found by analyzing 
change in position and orientation of robotic hand. An 
accelerometer is used to detect the position of the robotic arm 
in terms of its X,Y &Z coordinates. We have considered four 
position in our working model. 

 Position 1: Home position 

 Position 2: Position at which robotic arm  picks the 
object 

 Position 3: An intermediate position 

 Position 4: Position at which robotic arm  drops 
the object 

Our program converts these position into speech. 

3.2. Position Recognition Technique 

For different position ,the accelerometer readings vary with 
respect to gravity in each plane and produces maximum value 
in any one of the planes. Considering this, all the position of 
the robotic arm can be recognized. The value is either 
maximum or minimum in any one of the x, y or z planes for 
each position ,which is used for identifying the position. These 
set of values will be unique for each positions and each 
position can be differentiated easily. 

3.3. Formation of sequence table 

As observed from the Fig.2,orietation analysis for position 
1,2,3,&4 depends upon accelerometer readings which varies 
with gravity. 

Table 1.  

 

3.4. Sequence Matching and Coding Positions 
The ADC values obtained for different orientations are first 
collected and tabulated. The ADC values vary randomly at 
various heights for same position. Hence, it is difficult to code 
the positions with these values. Fixation of range is also 
laborious job and prone to errors as the range is wide for 10 bit 
ADC. Moreover determining range for all the position is 
difficult. Thus, range is obtained using the following formula  
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 =  * Range Of Supply Voltage /	2 	 	  

Hence coding of positions is made easy by fixing the ranges 
either to a maximum value or to a minimum value. For e.g. the 
range(  >650 &&  <950) is coded as  <1.5. The 
maximum value will be above 2 in the accelerometer when 
axis is oriented towards gravity and minimum values is below 
1.5 for axis oriented away from gravity. 

3.5. Decoding Of Positions 

When the controller gets the input sequence ,it makes 
computation and compares them with coded templates of 
values. When the condition gets satisfied it sends the position 
name to voice integrated chip which further sends it to speaker 
via amplifier. 

4. VOICE CONVERSION MODULE 

Voice conversion is the process by which source voice is 
converted to any target voice using speech parameters. Prior to 
analysis speech signal is passed through pre emphasis filter 
which reduces the dynamic range of speech spectra. Then the 
pre-emphasized signal is segmented in frames for short term 
analysis using hamming window. Here, frame size of 30 ms is 
used because human pitch cannot go below 50 Hz i.e. 20mS 
.After pre- emphasis and framing , next phase is LP analysis 
which allows us to predict future samples based on few 
previous samples. The no. of samples required to predict the 
next sample is called prediction order of the filter p. After 
analysis phase LP coefficients of both source and target 
speech have been extracted. These parameters are used to 
model the vocal tract filter of target speech and an inverse 
filter to extract excitation component of source speech which 
is applied to all pole vocal tract filter which shapes the 
spectrum of source excitation. Modification in excitation 
component refers to pitch modification which is done by 
speech synthesizer approach. . For voiced component pitch 
value is determined and pulse train of determined pitch period 
is generated, whereas for unvoiced components white 
Gaussian noise is generated. The amplitude of the generated 
excitation signal is scaled by gain value and then passed 
through a filter characterized by LP coefficients of target 
speech and hence the target speech is generated. 

5. AID FOR DUMB 

Dumb (muteness) is a situation in which a person is unable to 
speak .There is a need in our society to empower physically 
challenged people so that they can also work in different fields 
like manufacturing industry , power plants, hospitals, house 
hold purpose, schools, colleges, offices, public gatherings etc. 
In this prototype system , a communication aid for the dumb 
people is also developed which is found to serve the purpose 
effectively. A switch array is used in which messages are 
entered such that if the dumb person wants to communicate 
with normal people he/she can press the specified switches in 
the switch array. The same information will be delivered out 

as a voice signals by using a text to speech converter module 
which is again given to a amplifier unit to get the exact 
information without any noise, and from there to a speaker. 
This module describes the design of a simple, low-cost 
controller based Text-to-Speech conversion system. We can 
get both the voice announcements as well as a 16X2 LCD 
display is used to display the text messages on it. 

6. CONCLUSION 

A portable 3R speaking robot is developed which converts 
position of robotic arm into speech using the accelerometer, 
microcontroller, arduino uno , voice integrated chip, amplifier 
and speaker. Such a system will enable the blind people to 
come to know which operation is being performed. Speaker 
will speak the position only when the robotic arm is at the 
desired position. If the actual position of the robot will deviate 
from the commanded position ,speaker will not generate 
output and alert the factory worker that positional error has 
occurred. Whenever positional inaccuracy occur in robotic 
arm due high speed or payload, even dumb people can alert 
the others .We have interfaced a switch array in the above 
system and messages such as 'system failure' can be entered 
into the system such that if the dumb person wants to 
communicate with normal people he/she can press the 
specified switches in the switch array. The same information 
will be delivered out as a voice signals by using a text to 
speech converter module which is again given to a amplifier 
unit to get the exact information without any noise, and from 
there to a speaker. Source voice can also be converted to any 
target voice. 
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